IB GLOBAL CONFERENCES
THE HAGUE • 6–8 OCTOBER 2022

Sponsor & Exhibitor Prospectus

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE
The mission of the International Baccalaureate® (IB) is to create a better world through
education. Founded in 1968, the IB is a non-profit foundation offering four highly respected
programmes of international education that develop the intellectual, personal, emotional
and social skills that young people need to live, learn and work in a rapidly globalizing world.
The programmes can be offered individually or as a continuum. As of November 2021, there
are 7,400 programmes being offered worldwide across over 5,400 schools in 159 countries,
reaching over 1,950,000 students.

To learn more about the IB, visit www.ibo.org.

GLOBAL CONFERENCES IN 2022:

EMBRACING INNOVATION, INSPIRING ACTION
Each year the IB hosts the largest gatherings
of IB educators in the world at the IB Global
Conferences. In 2022, the IB will organize
hybrid, virtual and in-person conferences.

Singapore
26-29 March

Innovative solutions often emerge from
complex challenges. When explored,
they can open new horizons, promote
collaboration and nurture resiliency.
Students, parents, teachers and school
leaders all contribute valuable perspectives
that promote stimulating ideas and energize
implementation.

San Diego

16-19 July 2022

The Hague

To learn more about sponsor and exhibitor
opportunities visit our conferences website.

6-8 October 2022
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THE HAGUE 6–8 OCTOBER 2022 (IN-PERSON)
Africa, Europe and the Middle East region represents 27% of IB programmes taught
worldwide. As of October 2021, this region supports over 1,450 IB World Schools in more
than 80 countries.
IB programmes in the Africa, Europe and the Middle East region
Primary Years Programme
24%

Middle Years Programme
20%

Diploma Programme
51%

Career-related Programme
5%

The IB Global Conference will return to The Hague in 2022. The conference will take place at
the World Forum, Churchillplein 10, 2517 JW The Hague, The Netherlands.
The World Forum is a state-of-the-art convention centre offering the largest auditorium in the
Netherlands, numerous presentation spaces and an engaging atmosphere. It is in the heart
of The Hague, close to both the beach and city centre, and under 45 minutes’ drive from two
international airports.
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WHY BECOME A SPONSOR OR
EXHIBITOR IN 2022?
The IB Global Conference represents the largest annual gathering of the IB community in the
region and it is the best opportunity to engage with an unparalleled number of educators,
have one-on-one access to key buyers and decision makers, showcase your products,
promote and build name recognition, and gain unique advertising opportunities.
Whatever your goals are—whether lead generation, brand recognition, showcasing a new
product
or engaging with attendees—exhibiting at an IB Global Conference will help your
1.4
The IB Continuum
organization to achieve its specific objectives. Our sponsorship and exhibitor packages
provide
the flexibility to showcase your services in a way that best fits your needs.
The IB
The driving force behind all four IB programmes is a deeply held philosophy about the nature of
international education expressed in both the mission statement and in the learner profile. The mission
statement and the learner profile are fundamental to the IB continuum of international education for
children from 3–19.

Continuum icon

An IB Continuum icon, with overlapping spheres connecting the Primary Years Programme (PYP), Middle
Years Programme (MYP), Diploma Programme (DP) and the IB Career-related Certificate (IBCC), has been
developed. This visual represents the alignment and articulation of IB programmes and the
IB’s philosophy of the continuum of international education. IB staff may use the icon in their
communications about more than just one programme, rather than use more than one sub-brand logo.

Demographics of previous conference (IB Global Conference, Abu Dhabi 2019)

Attendees by Programme
The IB Continuum
development

Attendees by Job Title

Primary Years Programme (PYP) 10%

Heads of Schools

22%

Middle Years Programme (MYP) 3%

Programme coordinators

31%

Diploma Programme (DP)

Teachers

17%

25%

The circular design of the programme models illustrates the alignment of structure and terminology
across all four programmes and a seamless, holistic and integrated continuum of education for children
aged 3–19 years old. The colours blend smoothly to represent the transition from one programme to the
next to visually highlight the benefits of following the continuum as a long-term course of study.
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Using the IB brand identity

Career-related Programme (CP) 1%

District coordinators & staff

More than one programme

46%

Other

Not specified

15%

3%
26%

REGISTER NOW

GUIDELINES FOR CREATING IB BRANDED COMMUNICATIONS

There are limited exhibitor booths available. Register before they sell out!
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IN-PERSON SPONSOR AND EXHIBITOR PACKAGES
Gold Sponsor
EUR 11,070

Silver Sponsor
EUR 4,430

Exhibitor
EUR 2,655

Conference registrations
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2

1

Draped table with chairs and free Wi-Fi*

2

1

1

All coffee breaks and meals

Yes

Yes

Yes

Welcome reception and conference evening
event

Yes

Yes

Yes

Companion passes for the conference evening
at applicable cost

max. 2

max. 2

max. 1

Conference app

Logo, short
company
description
and link

Logo and link

Name

Logo on IB website

Logo, short
company
description
and link

Logo and link

Name

-

-

Logo projection during opening plenary walk-in
Logo projection during plenary walk-in

Yes

-

-

Sponsored evening reception

Yes

-

-

Conference signage (logo)

-

Yes

-

Question in mobile app game

Yes

-

-

Choice of placement in exhibit hall

Yes

-

-

Branding collateral of one item (with all other
global sponsors)

-

-

-

Sponsored/demo session

-

-

-

Logo on marketing email

-

-

-

*Each sponsor and exhibitor are responsible for arranging power at the venue
**Companies that register for more than one conference in 2022, will get a 5% discount on subsequent conferences after the
initial registration. Returning companies should see a discount code applied automatically on the payment page. If the discount
is not applied automatically on this page, do NOT submit registrations. Contact us at Globalconferences.sponsorship@ibo.org.
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